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What’s Available NOW On

“Idina Menzel: Which Way to the 
Stage” (Dec. 8)
The Tony-winning “Frozen” actress and 
singer brings viewers on an intimate 
journey into her life on and off the stage 
as she prepares to realize her dream of 
headlining a concert at Madison Square 
Garden in her hometown of New York 
City in this documentary from first-time 
director Anne McCabe. (ORIGINAL)

“Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Rodrick 
Rules” (Available now)
Based on the second book in Jeff Kinney’s 
book series, this animated movie from 
director Luke Cormican (“Teen Titans 
Go!”) focuses on the complicated 
relationship angst-ridden middle school 
student Greg Heffley has with his slacker 
older brother Rodrick. Brady Noon and 
Hunter Dillon head a voice cast that also 
includes Ed Asner, Chris Diamantopoulos, 
Erica Cerra and Ethan William Childress. 
(ORIGINAL)

“Airport Security: Seasons 1-3” 
(Available now)
The first three seasons of the documentary 
series from National Geographic follows 
the efforts of security personnel at El 
Dorado International Airport in Bogota, 
Colombia, to thwart such illegal activities 
as drug trafficking, illegal immigration and 
contraband smuggling while ensuring the 
safety of passengers every day.

“Cesar Millan: Better Human, 
Better Dog: Season 2” 
(Available now)
A fearful and aggressive Rhodesian 
Ridgeback with trust issues, an anxious 
Schnauzer, a self-made guard dog that bites 
and mounts at home and a family with 
a newborn and a disrespectful Corgi are 
among the cases dog trainer Cesar Millan 
takes on in the sophomore round of this 
unscripted series. (ORIGINAL)

Answers:
1) NBC
2) Peter Graves
3) Jaime Murray
4) Tim Daly
5) Ice-T
6) “Heist”
7) “Remington Steele”
8) Don Cheadle
9) Ray Liotta
10) “Burn Notice”

BY STAFF WRITERS

Questions:
1) Timothy Hutton played the father of the victim in “Kidnapped,” a 2006-07 crime drama on what network?
2) Who played team leader Jim Phelps in both the original 1966-73 CBS version of “Mission: Impossible” and a 1988-90 ABC remake?
3) What cast member from the ABC series “Once Upon a Time” played con artist Stacie Monroe in the AMC cult caper comedy “Hustle”?
4) “Eyes,” a 2005 ABC series, starred what “Madam Secretary” actor as Harlan Judd, who led an elite team in barely legal capers?
5) “Players” (NBC, 1997-98) starred what cast member from “Law & Order: Special Victims Unit” as paroled con artist Isaac “Ice” 
Gregory?
6) Dougray Scott starred as Mickey O’Neil, who plotted to rob three big Beverly Hills jewelers at the same time in what 2007 series?
7) Pierce Brosnan, who stole artworks in “The Thomas Crown Affair,” starred with Stephanie Zimbalist in what 1982-87 NBC mystery 
series?
8) What former “Black Monday” actor played explosives mastermind Basher Tarr in the 2001 thriller “Ocean’s Eleven” and its two 
sequels?
9) Best known for his work in “Goodfellas,” who played Bobby Stevens, ringleader of a band of thieves, in the 2006 CBS drama “Smith”?
10) What 2007-13 USA Network series followed ex-spy Michael Westen (Jeffrey Donovan) as he pulled capers to foil bad guys?

Timothy Hutton stars 
as Conrad Cain in 
“Kidnapped”
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